
CHAIN
broadcasting is known to

radio listeners as a means whereby
a radio program may be transmitted

by several or even dozens of radio stations.

Regular networks furnish entertainment

every day, and on important occasions

great extensions are made so that prac-

tically the entire United States is covered.

The estimated audiences at such times

include one fourth to one third of the

entire population of the country. More

people have thus listened to the voice of

one person than ever before in history.

The apparatus and methods whereby
such important and remarkable results are

accomplished are, therefore, interesting

subjects to the radio fan. His knowledge of

vacuum tubes, audio-frequency amplifiers,

and electrical principles will enable him

to appreciate various interesting points in

the equipment and operation of the wire

lines used in chain broadcasting.

In addition to the long lines connecting to

radio stations in distant cities, there are

many shorter lines transmitting programs,
such as from studios centrally located in

large cities to the powerful radio broad-

casting apparatus out beyond the suburbs.

Similar circuits are used to broadcast

sporting events, banquets, and other occur-

rences outside the studio, thus greatly ex-

tending the range of program features.

It is one of the duties of telephone en-

gineers and operating men to plan and

supervise both the short and long lines

which carry radio programs. These con-

nections differ in various respects from

regular local and long distance telephone

lines, and have, therefore, been given a

special name, "program circuits." One
difference is that ordinary telephone circuits

transmit the voice- in both directions (on long

circuits" two-way "amplifiers are therefore neces-

sary), but in program circuits it is necessary to

transmit only in one direction, that is, from the

pick-up microphone to the one or more radio

transmitting stations. "One-way" repeaters are

therefore sufficient. In the drawing on page 66

arrows indicate the diiection of transmission

along each program circuit which was used on

January 4th, 1928, the date of the first Dodge
Brothers program. The regular route of the voice

of \\ ill Rogers, acting as master of ceremonies at

Los Angeles, may be followed by way of San

Francisco and Denver to Chicago and the East.

\lso an additional circuit for use in case of emer-

gency is seen passing through southern New
Mexico, Dallas, and St. Louis to Chicago.

MEETING THE TRANSMISSION REQUIREMENTS

ANOTHER important difference between
**

ordinary telephone circuits and program
circuits is in the width of the frequency band

transmitted. In a telephone conversation, clear,

intelligible speech is desired, and it has been

found that this can be obtained if frequencies
from about 300 cycles per second to about 2000

cycles per second are transmitted, although
modern telephone circuits are engineered to carry
a somewhat wider frequency range. However,
with program circuits, not only satisfactory in-

telligibility is desired, but also a very high degree
of naturalness and faithfulness in the transmis-

sion of music and speech when reproduced

through loud speakers. To meet these require-

ments, a much wider band of frequencies is neces-

sary. In the present art it is generally considered

desirable to transmit a range of frequencies from

about 100 cycles per second to about 5000 cycles

per second, and to do this with approximately
uniform efficiency. In this way the low, medium
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and high pitch ranges of music and other program
material are transmitted with a considerable

degree of faithfulness.

In addition to the wider frequency-range

requirements, program circuits are called upon
to transmit greater volume variations than ordi-

nary telephone circuits. For example, the music

of a symphony orchestra will vary from a very
loud intensity, when many instruments are

sounding, to a very faint intensity at other times.

What Radio Owes to Chain

Broadcasting

THE Washington air, in and near the

halls of Congress, has been full of

pointed and often unpleasant comments
about chain broadcasting during the recent

weeks when the last radio bill was under

consideration. Aside from the political

aspects which so fascinate our legislators, it

can be said without fear or favor that chain

broadcasting is responsible almost entirely

for the growth of high-grade programs in

this country. Chain broadcasting has par-

tially solved the old question: "Who is to

pay for broadcasting?" As the use of the

wire network, linking stations, has in-

creased, so has the radio audience, and

with it the time, money, and effort ex-

pended on programs. This article explains
some of the technical aspects of the accomp-
lishment, much of which appears for the

first time.

THE EDITOR.

At all times extraneous noise on the circuit must

be slight in comparison with the volume of the

music. The critical times are during the faint

portions of the program, and to transmit these

satisfactorily, a very quiet circuit is obviously

necessary.

The large variations in the volume of orches-

tral music (which are of the order of 50 TU, an

energy ratio of 100,000) are greater than radio

stations can transmit without overloading on

the loud signals and losing the faint portions in

local noise, static, etc., at the receiver. So at the

microphone amplifier one of the broadcast

station control operators manipulates the ampli-
fication control so as to reduce these variations,

cutting down somewhat the loud portions and

bringing up somewhat the faint portions, taking
care to preserve as nearly as possible the natural-

ness of the music. The program circuits, i. e., wire

lines are quiet enough to be able to more than

handle all the volume variation which the broad-

casting radio stations desire to transmit.

Besides the requirements just considered, the

program circuits must of course function har-

moniously with the other circuits of the telephone

plant, so that program transmission will not be

overheard on the ordinary circuits, nor vice

versa.

For short connections in cities and at other

places, circuits in cable are usually employed.
The attenuation, the loss, introduced by a

seven-mile length of iq-gauge cable pair (con-

sisting of No. 10 B & S copper wire), with no

loading coils or other apparatus connected,

increases considerably with increase of fre-

quency. One TU of loss means a reduction of

power to 795 per cent, of its original value, two
transmission units means a further reduction to

79$ per cent, of what is left, or to .795 x .705

.63
= 63 per cent, of the original amount.
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Three TU is a power ratio of 50 per cent., four

is 40 per cent., and five TU 32 per cent. Twenty
TU is a power reduction to o.oi or I per cent,

of its original value, as shown by the bottom

line of the chart. (TU are also used to express the

amount of amplification, or "gain," of an am-

plifier, the ratio being the reciprocal of that for

loss. Thus, 20 TU gain is .o
j
r
= 100 times, mean-

ing that the output power is 100 times as great

as the input power. For further information on

TU see Martin, Journal, A. I. E. E. June, 1924).

If the cable mentioned were used without

any correcting agency there would be a serious

reduction in the strength of the high-pitch com-

ponents which give music its charm and bril-

liancy. But frequency distortion, if not too great,

can be offset by introducing an opposite distor-

tion, a veritable case of two bad elements com-

bined to achieve the desired good result.

To correct the frequency characteristic of

short cable, special devices called "equalizers"

are used. These consist of inductance, capaci-

tance, and resistanre, three of the elements

forming a parallel resonant circuit, such as is

familiar to radio amateurs from its use as a

wave-trap. However, here the elements are so

chosen that the resonant frequency is far lower,

lying a little above the range of frequencies

which the circuit transmits. As in a wave-trap,
the impedance is high at the resonant frequency,
so that here the equalizer introduces little loss

since it is shunted across the line. But at lower

frequencies the impedance is much less, and by

proper adjustment of the two resistances and

the equalizer is made to have characteristics

just the opposite of those of the cable pair. The

resulting curve for the cable with the equalizer

is practically horizontal, which is the result de-

sired. The volume is then raised to a higher

level by a distortionless amplifier.

For the long connections between cities in

chain broadcasting, "open wire" circuits are

largely used, that is, circuits consisting of wire

on insulators supported by cross arms. Most of

this wire is hard-drawn copper (No. 6 B. & S.)

0.165 inches in diameter, the most rugged type
of open wire line used in the Bell System. The

energy loss along this type of line is much less

than along an equal length of the cable just

considered, but after the current has traveled

about two or three hundred miles it must be rein-

forced. For this purpose an audio-frequency am-

plifier, called a "repeater," is used.

An open wire circuit is similar to cable in that

the energy loss is greater at high frequencies,
but somewhat different methods are used to

make the open-wire frequency characteristic

horizontal. Repeaters which introduce greater

amplification for the high frequencies are used

in conjunction with equalizers. These equalizers
are different from the cable equalizer since the

conditions are not the same.

TELEGRAPH AND AMPLIFIER ARRANGEMENTS

PARALLELING every long program circuit

is a telegraph circuit over which reports and
instructions are transmitted. With keys and

sounders at every repeater station this provides
an auxiliary communication channel for the use

of those responsible for the program circuit.

Other telegraph circuits connect the radio sta-

tions on each chain with the key station for the

coordination of station announcements and other

program details.

One of the most interesting features of a pro-

gram network is the means employed to restrict

the effect of an accidental short-circuit of the

line at any point. Without the methods used,

such a short-circuit, besides preventing any
transmission beyond the particular point, would

greatly reduce the voltage for a considerable dis-

tance back along the line. Now an amplifier, be-

sides its primary purpose, has the important

property that a change in the condition of the

output circuit (such as a short), has practically
no effect on the input circuit. So, wherever a

program circuit forks, an amplifier is inserted

into each outgoing branch, with the result that

a short-circuit across one branch will not affect

the transmission along the other branch. This is

done regardless of whether or not amplification
is needed the one-way feature of an amplifier
is taken advantage of in this way to increase the

reliability of the system. For this reason re-

peaters average about 125 miles spacing in the

East, when otherwise two or three hundred miles

would be sufficiently close, for there are numerous

forking points in this part of the country.
The drawing on page 67 illustrates, by a typi-

cal case, the manner in which the power decreases

along each section of a program circuit and is

built up to its original value at the repeater

points. For example, at the New York repeater
station the incoming power from the radio

studio is given a net amplification of 9 TU, and

then begins the trip to Troy, New York.

CHAIN BROADCASTING CIRCUITS OPERATING
ON EVENING OF JANUARY 4. 1928.

Otute used hx Dcdgf Brother Program""- Cimjrts used only !w otfwt Program!

Tolal about 24.030 mite ol atari or 44000 mi!

Conrwded radio station ere wealed *i each city sho-n

Along the circuit the power decreases steadily
until at Troy it is only 3 TU above the origi-

nal input at New York. Here it is amplified

again, and continues on toward Syracuse
The maintenance of a horizontal frequency
characteristic, the importance of which has

already been stated, necessitates the introduc-

tion of losses at the repeater points which are

offset by amplification; for simplicity these are

not indicated, the net gain at each repeater
station being shown. The final output power
of the circuit at Chicago is seen to be four

times greater than the input power at New
York. The scale at the right gives for any
point the number of TU by which the power at

that point exceeds the input to the circuit at

New York. The left scale gives the correspond-

ing power ratio.

THE AMPLIFIERS OR "REPEATERS"

f^\f COURSE, the transmission of music and
^-'

speech over program circuits is by alternat-

ing currents having frequencies the same as

those which are present acoustically in the sound
at the microphone. So the repeaters in the cir-

cuit are audio-frequency amplifiers. At the end
of each program circuit in chain broadcasting is

a radio transmitting station which sends the

program out on the ether at a radio frequency.

Special study has been devoted to the design of

telephone repeaters, and various types have been

developed. Those used in program circuits are

two-stage, transformer-coupled amplifiers using

130 volts plate supply. The first main element of

the repeater is an input transformer whose sec-

ondary is tapped to allow adjustment of the

amplification given by the repeater. The tapped

voltage from this transformer is applied to a

high-mu tube having an amplification factor of

about 30, and an output resistance of about 60,-

000 ohms. From this tube the energy goes

through an inter-stage transformer to the second

stage. Here there is a tube having an amplifica-
tion factor of about 6 and an output resistance

of about 6000 ohms, similar to the 2i6-A

or 1 12 type tubes which have been used in other

amplifiers. There is an output transformer for

delivering the amplified energy to the outgoing

program circuit. Provisions are made for close

adjustment of amplification and for adjustment
of the frequency characteristic. The amount of

amplification or "gain" in the repeater may bead-

justed to any value overa range of 37TU in steps
of as little as 0.3 TU so that very accurate setting
is possible. At 1000 cycles this adjustment varies

the gain from 5 TU to 42 TU, which is the same
as varying the power amplification from 3.2 to

1 5,800, or the voltage amplification from 1.8 to 126.

TESTING AND OPERATION OF PROGRAM CIRCUITS

A FEW years ago the testing and operation of
^ all the program circuits then in use was in

charge of one "transmission supervisor" located

in New York. Since then, the extent of program
circuits has grown by such bounds that it has be-

come necessary to have additional transmission

supervisors, and these are now located at Boston,

Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta

and San Francisco. Each transmission supervisor
is responsible for the program circuits going out

from his control point. He, therefore, has charge
of hundreds of miles of circuits and a number of

repeater stations, through which the circuits pass.

At each of the repeater stations there are trained

men who are on duty during the hours that the

program circuits are being tested or used, and

these men make reports to the transmission sup-

ervisor, as directed, and adjust their apparatus
in accordance with his instructions.

It is very important to maintain the prograrr

circuits in the best of condition, for manv thou-
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